
 
 

A Total Master Class 
Oliver Townend takes first and second in CIC*** with up and 

coming rides Cooley Master Class and Note Worthy , winning 

first leg of new Shearwater Tri-Star series 

It was all about the future this Sunday as top eventer Oliver Townend piloted up and 

coming ride Cooley Master Class to victory in the CIC*** at the Barefoot Estates 

Burnham Market International Horse Trials.  

The 11 year old gelding by Ramiro B finished on 38.2 at his first international of the 

season after a brilliant dressage (37.4), clear SJ and just 0.8 time penalties across 

country, finishing his first International of the season a whopping EIGHT penalties 

ahead of second placed Note Worthy, another of Oliver’s CIC*** rides this weekend. 

The 12 year old gelding went fantastically well and finished on his dressage score of 46.2 

after a brilliant clear round SJ and getting home inside the optimum time of 6min 17 

XC to take second place with Pippa Funnell and Sandman 7 taking third in this hotly 

contested class with a whopping field of 79 entrants.  

However for 4* rides Armada and Black Tie 2, things didn’t run so smoothly. Posting a 

respectable dressage score of 44.1, an unlucky two poles and a time fault in the SJ put 

Oliver and Armada out of contention, however the combination put in a great cross 

country round despite picking up 9.2 time faults. Black Tie 2, the final ride for the day 

started well, with a dressage score of 41.8 in hand, followed by a clear SJ round but 

unfortunately by his fifth ride of the day, Oliver’s luck ran out a little and he parted 

company with the 15 year old gelding out on the cross country course (both horse and 

rider appeared fine).  



 
 

Now grabbing a top eventer for a chat after they have parted company from their ride is 

always a bit of a gamble but after taking first and second place in the CIC***, our 

winner was happy to have a quick chat in the Secretary’s tent! Well known for having a 

soft spot for the Barefoot Estates Burnham Market International Horse Trials, The Bit 

UK grabbed him for some final reflections before the prize giving.  

The Bit commented that it had been a bit of a mixed day, after all taking first place and 

falling off in the space of an afternoon is certainly an illustration of the highs and lows 

that eventing can bring however Oliver was very positive about his Sunday at Burnham 

Market. 

‘Four out of five ran well today, so I’m happy.’ He smiled, referring to his brilliant runs 

in the international classes, finishing 6
th
 with 9 year old Ballaghmor Class in the CIC** 

and taking 1
st
 and 2

nd
 in the CIC***, with top horse Armada finishing respectably just 

inside the top third (26
th
) of the 79 strong field.  

However when asked about his plans to contest the Rolex Kentucky Horse Trials with 

Black Tie 2, Townend was far more circumspect. ‘He might not go there now, we may 

do another 3* or Lumühlen’ he explained, revealing the potential of a reroute for the 4* 

horse.  

We couldn’t resist commenting on his well-publicised success at Burnham Market and 

Oliver laughed, stating that ‘It’s the ninth time I’ve won the International 3* at 

Burnham Market if that’s luck. We always go to be competitive. I’m very happy with 

them all. It was a good day’  

Summing up his final thoughts on the day, Oliver added that ‘Cooley and Note Worthy 

both stepped up and the CIC** and International went well.’  

Townend also enjoyed a successful Saturday, winning section L of the Open 

Intermediate with Lanfranco, a ride he took over from Andrew Hoy in 2015 and coming 



 
 

6th in the same section with Ridire Dorcha. He also finished 2
nd

, 3
rd
 and 10

th 
in section 

M with Cillnabradden Evo, Cooley SRS and Power Drive respectively. 

 

This victory at Burnham Market means that Townend has won the first leg of the brand 

new Shearwater Insurance Tri-Star series, a £50,000 ‘winner takes all’ prize for any rider 

whom can win three out of five named CIC*** events (Burnham Market, Belton, 

Houghton, Hopetoun and Burgham Internationals). With a win already in hand, a 

stable full of talented horses and a financial incentive that is certainly not to be sniffed 

at, I know who my money is on. 

 

Aurora Cotten-McKean 

The Bit UK  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


